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BIRNAMWOOD – Farmers across central Wisconsin on Thursday condemned the animal abuse depicted in an 
undercover video shot at a dairy farm near Birnamwood, but they also said non-farmers easily can misinterpret 
the behavior.  

The animal-rights group Mercy for Animals sent an undercover operative who took a job at Andrus Dairy Farm 
in Birnamwood. The operative then filmed scenes depicting workers there kicking and punching cows, spraying 
them in the face with high-pressure water hoses and cutting off cows' tails with pruning shears. 

Prosecutors on Wednesday told Gannett Central Wisconsin Media that they did not intend to file charges 
against anyone in the video, and the owner of the farm did not return repeated calls seeking comment. The 
owner did send an email in which he said he was unaware employees on his farm were mistreating animals, and 
he vowed to take steps to avoid future abuse. 

Farmers in central Wisconsin on Thursday said they had mixed views on the video and behavior it documented. 

Those farmers said at least some and perhaps all of the actions taken by farm workers in the video went too far, 
but they also believe that the average person doesn't understand what it takes to work with the animals, which 
can weigh as much as 2,000 pounds. 
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Video footage showed farm workers at Angus Dairy abusing cows, an animal rights group said. (Photo: 

Contributed ) 

Reacting to the film 
James Juedes, the owner of a 60-cow farm in Ringle, said that while he thought some of the workers in the 
video crossed a line into mistreatment, farmers sometimes must get rough with cows in order to move them. 

For example, he said, a cow that is sick and refusing to stand up can die if a farmer can't find a way — forceful 
if necessary — to get it to its feet. The worker in the video using the high-pressure water hose was spraying a 
cow that appeared unwilling to stand. 

"You can't reason with an animal like you can with people," Juedes said. 

On the other hand, it makes no financial sense for a farmer to mistreat an animal so badly that it is injured or 
killed, he said. Other workers in the video were beating cows with sticks and kicking them in the head with 
boots. 

"Those animals are our lifeblood," Juedes said. "Why would we intentionally hurt these animals (for no reason) 
when they provide our income?" 

Steven Roets, who owns a 40-cow farm in Lincoln County, said the abuse likely occurred because of a lack of 
oversight by managers in charge of farm operations. 

Roets also said most people don't know how difficult it is work with animals so large, but that he couldn't 
condone the behavior in the videos. 

"You want to beat the hell out of a cow, then you try and milk it, it's just that simple," Roets said. "You won't 
last very long." 

Questioning motives 
Julie Martin, director of marketing and communication for Farm First Dairy Cooperative, said the video was an 
extreme example and not representative for diary farms in Wisconsin. The video was hard to watch even for 
people in the industry, Martin said. 



But Martin also said Mercy for Animals appears interested more in promoting its own agenda than ensuring 
cows are treated well. At the end of the video is a message extolling the benefits of veganism, or excluding 
animal-based products from one's diet. 

Martin said the group seemed to be promoting veganism, not safer dairy practices. 

Nick Cooney, director of education for Mercy for Animals, said it's true that Mercy for Animals promotes 
veganism as a personal choice but he said the organization also is calling for companies such as Great Lakes 
Cheese to adopt policies that ban farms in its supply chain, such as Andrus, from mistreating animals. 

Matter of perception 
Mike Schulist, who ran a dairy farm with about 40 cows just outside of Stevens Point until he sold his operation 
in January, said some aspects of dairy farming and animal treatment can look cruel to those unfamiliar with 
farming, but he echoed Juedes and said sometimes harsh treatment is necessary to save a cow's life. 

Schulist, like other farmers interviewed, said what people saw on the video likely goes on at many dairy farms 
in Wisconsin at some point, whether out of necessity or out of emotions because of the high financial risk of 
farming. 

Still, treating cows badly doesn't make good business sense, he said. 

"It's irresponsible, is what it is," Schulist said 
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